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Prodox is a multichain fundraising platform, NFT
marketplace for NFT that are building the future as
well providing many defi system for crypto user. With
serious working spirit, our team has carefully selected
high-quality projects that have value for the crypto
space. High risk ideas have never been our focus. The
most important thing for us is our reputation and the
trust of our users. Unlimited opportunities are available
for token holders: free lock drop rewards, free NFT
mints, access to private and seed rounds of promising
startups, opportunity to be a part of the community of
experienced investors and a lot more like staking -
farming - p2p trading.....Build, invest, and earn more
with Prodox
Prodox is Super defi project with investment launching
pad for Global Investors, Ventures & Startups. We are
committed to create safer investment zone for private
investors & onboarding the best crypto startups for our
friendly ecosystem.
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• Prodox Ecosystem will focus in User to enjoy Full Defi 
Services

• Prodox service will balance with Earn – Play – Spend 
with support crosschain function for user moving asset 
easily with low fee – safe – decentralized. 

• Following page will explain some main services of 
Prodox.
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Introducing Prodox P2P - the easiest way to trade Pi Network! With
Prodox, you can buy and sell Pi with confidence and complete security.
To start using Prodox, your Pi Wallet must be KYC-verified on the Pi
Network Mainnet, you must provide your email and Telegram ID, and
you must have a Metamask Address signed in on prodox.io/user.
Prodox P2P Trade system includes Market, My Orders, My Ads, and Post
Ads. In the Market, you can find all the buying and selling demands
displayed. In Post Ads, you can post your own buying or selling demand.
My Ads displays all your posted ads, including both buying and selling.
If someone wants to buy a Pi from your ad, the system will send you a
Telegram message asking for the transfer of the Pi to the buyer's wallet.
After the transfer is complete, you can verify the transaction to release
the buyer's locked DOX amount into your Spot Balance account, which
you can then withdraw or swap on the Binance platform. If someone
wants to sell a Pi to you, the system will lock the DOX amount and notify
the seller to transfer the Pi to you. Upon completion, the system will
release the DOX amount to the seller.
My Orders displays all your buy and sell orders as you navigate the
market. Selling or buying Pi is simple and secure - just click the Sell or
Buy button.
Join Prodox P2P now and start trading Pi Network effortlessly and
securely 4



Lottery ticket service includes products Mega 6/55, 6/40,
KENO....

When the user plays, he will buy a ticket with a value of
1000 DOX (Price can be adjusted depending on the
appropriate time). This DOX value will be transferred to be
partially burned and the rest will be transferred to the
bounty wallet. This wallet will be public for the
community to monitor and track.

Rewards will be cumulative every week and unlimited.
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Power User is an interesting function.

Each user when using Connect Wallet to our service will
be created 1 user with parameters including Level - Xp

The higher the level, the more great benefits you will
enjoy such as: increased mining speed in Loyal Mining,
Faster Claim in Watch to earn, Lower fees when trading at
DEX, Staking - Farming will have more Bonus. We are
building a user-centered and user-centric policy at the
heart of the entire defi . service
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Staking is a service that uses other cryptocurrencies and
enjoys DOX. New to DOX Staking is the service that links the
user profile and calculates the bonus based on the user's
level. This is passive income worth looking forward to. This
service will extend to staking potential tokens of partners.

Yield Farm service is a service that uses LP to harvest DOX
Tokens. DOX Farm also supports pools of potential tokens.

Watch To Earn service: This is a service deployed at App
Crypto - World, a site that aggregates information about the
Crypto world to support users with more information and
knowledge. This service will give DOX Tokens to those who
diligently read the news.

Loyal Mining service: this is a service deployed on DAPP and
Mobile App platform. This service allows users to mine DOX
tokens based on the user's Level. This is quite an interesting
service, increasing user interaction even more. 7
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